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Abstract. In order to perform a quantum brute force attack on a cryptosystem based on Grover’s algorithm, it is necessary to implement a quantum circuit of the cryptographic algorithm. Therefore an eﬀicient quantum circuit design of a given cryptographic algorithm is essential, especially in terms of quantum security analysis, and it is well known that
T -depth should be reduced for time complexity eﬀiciency.
In this paper, we propose a novel technique to reduce T –depth (and
T –count) when some quantum circuits located in between two T of f oligates are interchangeable with a controlled phase gate (Controlled-P
gate), and apply this technique to four types of quantum adders, resulting
in a T -depth reduction of about 33%.
We also present new SHA-256 quantum circuits which have a critical
path with only 3 quantum adders while the critical paths of quantum
circuits in the previous works consist of 7 or 9 quantum adders, and also
apply our technique to the proposed SHA–256 quantum circuits and the
included quantum adders. Among the previous results, the T -depth of
the circuit with the smallest W idth 801 was approximately 109,104. On
the other hand, that of the proposed SHA-256 quantum circuit with the
width 799 is 16,121, which is remarkably reduced by about 85%. Furthermore, the other proposed quantum circuit only requires 768 qubits
which is the smallest W idth compared to the previous results to the best
of our knowledge.
Keywords: SHA–256 · Quantum circuit · T –depth · T of f oli–gate.

1 Introduction
Hash algorithms were created to provide secure data transmission and data
integrity in information and communication protocols. Hash algorithms can be
⋆
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used for digital signatures, keyed message authentication codes, random number
generation, key derivation functions, etc. [1]. In particular, the SHA–2 hash
family, published in 2002, is designated as a hash function standard [2].
If a collision attack is performed on a hash algorithm, it is known that the
attack succeeds if the operation is performed a number of times corresponding to
half the length of the bit string constituting the output value due to the birthday
paradox. SHA–256 provides 128-bit security strength against classical collision
attack [1, 2].
There have been many theoretical studies on hash functions such as M D5,
SHA–1, and SHA–512, and in a quantum environment, it is known that the
security strength of existing hash functions is halved when using Grover’s algorithm [3]. Previous works dealt with several quantum attack algorithms and
methods of implementing quantum circuits of the cryptographic algorithms that
can perform pre-image attack, 2nd pre-image attack, and collision attack [4–6].
However, the circuits presented in the previous works have little details on implementation of the hash algorithm, and they are forms made intuitively rather
than created by eﬀicient quantum circuits, such as reducing Depth or W idth
(the number of qubits) of the circuits. That is, the circuit is ineﬀicient to use
the existing circuit as it is to verify whether the security strength is actually
reduced by half.
Although there are various standardized hash families such as M D5, SHA–2,
and SHA–3, we focus quantum design for SHA–2, since it is currently the most
widely commercialized, such as SSL digital authentication and IEEE 1609.2based wireless V2X communication. There are 6 algorithms totally in the SHA–
2 hash family, and the structures of these algorithms are the same except for
some constants and the number of rounds. Hence we concentrate on SHA–
256 and designed quantum circuits in this paper. Before presenting the SHA–2
quantum circuit, we present the quantum adder circuits to be used in the SHA–
2 quantum circuit. Since many additions are performed in SHA–2, it is essential
to use an eﬀicient quantum adder circuit. In general, in quantum circuits, as
T –depth (Depth formed by T gates in critical path) and W idth increase, the
computational complexity of quantum computing exponentially increases, which
degrades circuit performance. We will present T –depth and T –count reduction
methods that can be used in quantum adders and SHA–256 quantum circuits.
In this paper, our contribution is threefold:
– We introduce a novel technique to be able to reduce T -depth. We show that if
some quantum circuits located in between two Toffoli gates are interchangeable with a controlled phase gate, then T -depth 6 is reduced to 4 or 5.
– We apply the above trick to four quantum adders - CDKM adder [7], VBE
adder [8], TK adder [9], and HRS adder [10] - and so our improved adders
have the effect of reducing the T-depth by about 33% compared to the
previous adders.
– We propose a new SHA-256 quantum circuit design which has a critical path
with only 3 quantum adders while the critical paths of quantuem circuits
in the previous works consist of 7 or 9 quantum adders [5, 6]. We use our
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improved adders in this new SHA-256 quantum circuit, and also this T -depth
reducing method is applied in the sub-circuits such as M aj, Ch in the SHA256 quantum circuit. One of our resulting circuit requires only 799 qubits
and has 12,024 T of f oli-depth which is a huge reduction 67% compared to
the previous work [6] with the smallest W idth 801. Furthermore, the other
proposed SHA-256 quantum circuit only requires 768 qubits that is the
smallest W idth of all the previous results to the best of our knowledge.
The rest of the paper is constructed as follows: Section 2 introduces some background for the T of f oli-gate and related works for the SHA–2 hash family and
its quantum circuits. In Section 3, we propose a T –depth and T –count reduction method by gathering ideas from several papers. In Section 4, we apply this
reduction method to quantum adder circuits. Section 5 presents the SHA–256
quantum circuit made using these improved quantum adder circuits. We present
a new design structure and apply the reduction method to the function blocks
used in SHA–256. Finally, this section compares the amount of quantum resources with other existing quantum circuits. Section 6 mentions the conclusions
and topics for further research in the future.

2 Background and related work
2.1 T of f oli–gate
In classical circuits, N AN D gates and F anout gates form a universal set of gates
for classical computation. In a quantum circuit, the Clif f ord+T set forms the
standard universal fault-tolerant gate set [11]. {H, CN OT , T } is a minimal
generating set of the Clif f ord+T set. Hadamard gate (H gate), N OT gate (X
gate), T gate, P gate (= T 2 gate), Z gate (= T 4 gate), and Contorlled–N OT
gate (CN OT gate) belonging to Clif f ord+T are widely used and performed as
follows. ⊕ stands for modulo-2 addition.
H : |x1 ⟩ →

|0⟩ + (−1)x1 |1⟩
√
2

T : |x1 ⟩ → e

πi
4 x1

|x1 ⟩

Z : |x1 ⟩ → (−1)x1 |x1 ⟩

X : |x1 ⟩ → |x1 ⊕ 1⟩
πi

P : |x1 ⟩ → e 2 x1 |x1 ⟩

(1)

CN OT : |x1 x2 ⟩ → |x1 (x1 ⊕ x2 )⟩

In the next section, we will deal with the circuit composed of H gate, X gate,
Z–rotation gate (Rz gate (T , P , Z gate)), and CN OT gate. As the counterpart
of AN D gate in classical circuit, there is a T of f oli-gate in quantum circuit. A
T of f oli–gate is a doubly controlled N OT gate (C 2 N OT gate), and it causes a
change in the remaining one value according to two input values among three
input values. This gate can be decomposed into two H gates and one doubly
controlled Z gate (C 2 Z gate, Fig. 1.).
C 2 N OT : |x1 x2 x3 ⟩ → |x1 x2 (x3 ⊕ (x1 ∧ x2 ))⟩
C 2 Z : |x1 x2 x3 ⟩ → (−1)x1 x2 x3 |x1 x2 x3 ⟩

(2)
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Fig. 1. A T of f oli–gate with T –depth 3 and T –count 7 [12].

The phase of the output value from the C 2 Z gate can be expressed exactly
πi
as e 4 4x1 x2 x3 . For x1 , x2 , x3 ∈ {0,1}, the following expression holds [13].
4x1 x2 x3 = x1 + x2 + x3 − x1 ⊕ x2 − x2 ⊕ x3
− x1 ⊕ x3 + x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3

(3)

It can be seen that 4x1 x2 x3 consists of 7 operands. That is, C 2 Z gate consists
πi
πi
πi
of 4 T gates and 3 T † gates. T gates make phases e 4 x1 , e 4 x2 , e 4 x3 , and
πi
πi
πi
πi
e 4 x1 ⊕x2 ⊕x3 . T † gates create phases e− 4 x1 ⊕x2 , e− 4 x2 ⊕x3 , and e− 4 x1 ⊕x3 .
πi
Meanwhile, the Controlled-P † gate makes phase e− 4 2x1 ∧x2 (= (−i)x1 ∧x2 ).
Since 2x1 ∧ x2 = x1 + x2 − x1 ⊕ x2 , it can be seen that Controlled-P † gate
consists of one T gate and two T † gates. If Controlled-P † gates exist on the
two control lines of the T of f oli-gate, these two gates become a C 2 (−iX) gate
composed of two T gates and two T † gates [13] (Fig. 2.).
x1 + x2 + x3 − x1 ⊕ x2 − x2 ⊕ x3 − x1 ⊕ x3 + x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3
− (x1 + x2 − x1 ⊕ x2 )

(4)

= x3 − x2 ⊕ x3 − x1 ⊕ x3 + x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3
2.2 Quantum adder circuit
There are four types of quantum adder circuits covered in this paper: V BE
adder, CDKM adder, T K adder, and HRS adder [14, 7, 9, 10]. These adders
follow the ripple-carry form (QRCA, quantum ripple-carry adder), especially
last adder is in-place constant-adder. Quantum resources used by each adder
can be found in Table 1. In SHA–256, all adders are used in modular 232 .
In the proposed SHA–256 quantum circuit, V BE adder and HRS adder
are used only when adding the constant Kt [8, 10]. As a result, it is possible to
obtain the sum of 32-bit operands in modular 232 with only 61 and 40 qubits in
total, respectively.
CDKM adder requires at least one work qubit (ancilla qubit) regardless of
whether modular addition is performed. As T of f oli–gate used in the adder is
sequentially executed, T of f oli–count is consistent with T of f oli–depth. Therefore, if you use a total of 5 work qubits, T –depth can also be consistent with
these values by using the Matroid Paritioning concept [15]. T of f oli–depth is a
measure used in [6], and is a concept used instead of T –depth. In the previous
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Fig. 2. A doubly controlled (−iX) gate [13].

work, there are two main reasons for analyzing circuit resources with T of f oli–
depth. One is that T gate is mostly used within T of f oli–gate, so even if the
circuit performance is expressed with relatively inaccurate T of f oli–depth, that
is logically justified. The other is that they do not decompose quantum circuits
down to Clif f ord+T gate sets to form basic-level circuits. That is, they omitted
the T –depth and T –count reduction process. In this work, we will refer to both
T of f oli–depth and more accurate T –depth.
T K adder is a QRCA adder that does not use work qubits at all. Since fewer
qubits are used, the T –depth is larger than other QRCA circuits. In the next
section, we will provide a logic process that can reduce the T –count and T –
depth of these four adder circuits. This process does not change T of f oli–count
or T of f oli–depth.
2.3 Secure Hash Algorithm-2
Pre-processing step The SHA–2 hash algorithm consists of two main steps: a
pre-processing step and a hash computation step. [2]. In the first step, message
padding and parsing are performed, and bits are added so that the length of
the padded message is a multiple of 512 bits. The original message must be
less than 264 in length. That is, the length of the message must be able to be
expressed in 64 bits. In this paper, it is assumed that the number N of 512bit message blocks after the pre-processing step is 1. In SHA–256, there is a
hash value update process after the main round function algorithm is executed
64 times. In this process, if N is 2 or more, an operation to copy the value is
required. However, this cannot be done by the N o–cloning theorem in quantum
environment [16]. Therefore, it is necessary to assume that N is 1, and that’s
why the hash value update operation was omitted in previous studies [5, 6]. The
maximum length of the original message that can be handled by the SHA–256
quantum circuit is 447 because the minimum length of the padding is 65 in one
message block.
Hash computation step In the hash computation step, a hash value (message
digest) is created. Depending on the number of message blocks of the padded
message, the entire algorithm iteration occurs. The main hash computation algorithm is repeated a total of 64 times each time this iteration is performed. In
the main hash computation algorithm, all additions are performed in modular
232 and are largely divided into message schedule algorithm and round function
algorithm.
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In the message schedule algorithm, 48 Wt (t = 16, ..., 63) are created by using
Wt (t = 0, ..., 15), which is the existing 16 32-bit words composed of padded
message values. In the message schedule algorithm, two logical functions σ0 (x)
and σ1 (x) are used.
The initial hash value H (0) is a 256-bit constant value and is assigned to eight
32-bit internal variables a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h used in the round function algorithm.
Four logical functions M aj, Ch, Σ0 (x), Σ1 (x) are used in the round function
algorithm. A total of 64 32-bit words K0 , K1 , ..., K63 are added sequentially for
each round. The quantum circuit implementation for each internal function is
introduced in the section 5.
(1)

Wt = M t

0 ≤ t ≤ 15

= σ1 (Wt−2 ) + Wt−7 + σ0 (Wt−15 ) + Wt−16
where

16 ≤ t ≤ 63

σ0 (x) = ROT R (x) ⊕ ROT R (x) ⊕ SHR3 (x),
7

18

(5)

σ1 (x) = ROT R17 (x) ⊕ ROT R19 (x) ⊕ SHR10 (x)
h = g, g = f, f = e, e = d + T1 , d = c, c = b, b = a, a = T1 + T2
where

T1 = h + Σ1 (e) + Ch(e, f, g) + Kt + Wt , T2 = Σ0 (a) + M aj(a, b, c),

M aj(x, y, z) = (x ∧ y) ⊕ (x ∧ z) ⊕ (y ∧ z), Ch(x, y, z) = (x ∧ y) ⊕ (¬x ∧ z),
Σ0 (x) = ROT R2 (x) ⊕ ROT R13 (x) ⊕ ROT R22 (x),
Σ1 (x) = ROT R6 (x) ⊕ ROT R11 (x) ⊕ ROT R25 (x)
(6)
After the 64th round iteration is completed, the intermediate hash value
H (i−1) is added to the values of a, ..., h and updated to the value H (i) . Since
we assumed N=1 earlier, i=1. Finally, we get the 256-bit hash value H (1) =
(1)
(1)
(1)
H0 ||H1 ||...||H7 . If you look at Fig. 3., you can see the procedure of the
SHA–256 algorithm.
(1)

= H0 + a, H1

(1)

= H4 + e, H5

H0

H4

(0)

(1)

= H1 + b, H2

(0)

(1)

= H2 + c, H3

(0)

(1)

= H5 + f, H6

(0)

(0)

(1)

= H6 + g, H7

(0)

(1)
(1)

(0)

= H3 + d,
(0)

(7)

= H7 + h

In the classic SHA–256 circuit, the critical path is a section in which 7
operands are added using 6 adders to produce the output value T1 + T2 [17].
Through repeated execution, T1 + T2 is updated 64 times and is continuously
allocated to the internal variable a. Studies to reduce the time taken by this
critical path in classical circuits have been conducted in several papers [17, 18].
SHA–256 quantum circuit [4–6] presented quantum cryptosystem circuit
implementations to investigate the security strength of the various cryptosystems. Among them, the resources used for the SHA–256 quantum circuit can
be seen in Table 2. We implemented the circuit based on the Clif f ord+T set
as in previous studies. In [5], the CDKM adder [7] was used for throughout the
SHA–256 quantum circuit, and the quantum circuit implementation of each
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Fig. 3. Round function and message schedule algorithm in SHA–256.

internal function was briefly presented. Round function algorithm and message
schedule algorithm were processed in parallel, and T –depth and T –count were
optimized by performing T –par for the entire circuit [15].
In [6], SHA–256 quantum circuit implementation was presented in 4 versions,
and CDKM adder and QCLA adder were used as adders [7, 19]. As mentioned
earlier, in this study, only W idth and T of f oli–depth for each version were mentioned without performing T –depth and T –count reduction (optimization).
In the quantum circuit we present, the round function and message schedule
algorithm are processed in parallel. Unlike previous works, it is not implemented
with only one adder, but as a hybrid version in which several types of adders are
placed in appropriate positions. For accurate comparison with previous papers,
both T –depth and T of f oli–depth are written in Table 2.

3

T –depth and T –count reduction method

In the fault-tolerant model, it is known that implementing the T gate among the
gates of the Clif f ord+T set is much more diﬀicult than all other gates and that
the T –depth determines the circuit runtime [20–22]. Therefore, many studies
have been conducted on T –depth and T –count reduction to reduce and optimize
quantum circuit construction costs [13, 15, 23, 24]. We will use the matroid partitioning concept in [15] and modify the optimization subroutines in [24]. We
will deal with a quantum circuit with a subcircuit between two T of f oli–gates.
If there are two T of f oli–gates in the quantum circuit, their relative positions
exist in ten cases [25] (Fig.4). Three of these cases will be dealt with in this paper.
The three cases we will cover are when both the control lines and the target line
are shared, only the control lines is shared and only the target line is shared.
The other seven cases are not covered in detail in this paper. In fact, for the
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remaining seven cases, our method is applicable similarly to the three cases we
will cover. In particular, in the second and sixth cases, we should apply our
method a little different from other cases.

Fig. 4. Ten cases of relative positions for two T of f oli-gates [25]. Of these, only three
cases (first, third and ninth cases) are dealt with in this paper. For the remaining seven
cases, our method can be applied similarly to the three cases we will cover.

3.1 Three cases where our method is applied.
Case 1) Both control lines and a target line are shared. Assume that
two T of f oli–gates share control lines and a target line and a subcircuit named
A exists between these two gates as shown in Fig. 5. Now we create Controlled–
P † gate and Controlled–P gate on the right side of T of f oli–gate on the left
side of the circuit. Since these two gates have an inverse operation relationship
with each other, it is self-evident to constitute an identity circuit. Now consider
Controlled–P gate and the existing subcircuit A. If these two partial circuits are
commutative, The Controlled–P gate will be moved to the left of T of f oli–gate
on the right side of the circuit. That is, if exchange is possible as shown in Fig.
5., due to the matroid partitioning concept of [15], the total T –depth can be
reduced from 6 to 4, and the total T –count can be reduced from 14 to 8. Let the
basis variables corresponding to each line be x1 , x2 , x3 [15]. As we saw in the
previous section, these basis variables are the components of phase in the Rz (θ)
gate. It can be seen that the T –count can be reduced to 8 through equation (8).
(x1 + x2 + x3 − x1 ⊕ x2 − x2 ⊕ x3 − x1 ⊕ x3 + x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3 )
+ (−x1 − x2 + x1 ⊕ x2 ) + (x1 + x2 − x1 ⊕ x2 )
+ (−x1 − x2 − x3 + x1 ⊕ x2 + x2 ⊕ x3 + x1 ⊕ x3 − x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3 )
=(x3 − x2 ⊕ x3 − x1 ⊕ x3 + x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3 )
+ (−x3 + x2 ⊕ x3 + x1 ⊕ x3 − x1 ⊕ x2 ⊕ x3 )

(8)
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Fig. 5. Case 1) Both control lines and a target line are shared.

Case 2) Control lines are shared but a target line is not. Fig. 6. shows
the case where the control lines are shared but the target line is not. T –depth
and T –count can be reduced through the same process. If there is a T of f oli–
gate with an off-control part, As in the figure below of Fig. 6., a P gate or P †
gate is created.
Case 3) A target line is shared but control lines are not. In the third
case, we drew Fig. 7. using three T of f oli–gates. Unlike the previous two cases,
this third case is a method applicable even when three or more T of f oli–gates
exist. In this case, the control lines are not shared among T of f oli–gates, so
the T –depth cannot be reduced with the same logic as in the previous two
cases. Looking at Fig. 7, the rightmost T of f oli–gate maintains T –depth 3 and
T –count 7 without any conversion. If Controlled–P gates and subcircuits A1
and A2 are interchangeable, the T –depth of the rightmost T of f oli–gate can be
shared. That is, T gates and T † gates of these three gates are placed on the same
time line to make T –depth 3. T -count does not change in this case. It is possible

Fig. 6. Case 2) Control lines are shared but a target line is not.

to reduce the T –depth from 3n to 2n + 1 for n (≥ 2) T of f oli–gates. In fact, if a
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Controlled–P gate is made on control lines of the rightmost T of f oli–gate and
this gate is interchangeable with subcircuit A2 , T –depth can be reduced by one
more. In all three cases, if one work qubit is added, the T –depth can be further
reduced [13]. In particular, in the third case, the T –depth from 2n + 1 can be
reduced to n + 1.
3.2 Exchangeability determination process
We present the characteristics of subcircuit A interchangeable with Controlled–
P gate and the process of finding it. The Controlled–P gate works as follows.
Controlled − P : |x1 x2 ⟩ → e

πi
4 2x1 ∧x2

|x1 x2 ⟩

(9)

It can be seen that x1 and x2 , which are basis variables corresponding to each
wire, are maintained as they are, and ix1 ∧x2 is generated. That is, in order for
subcircuit A to be exchangeable with Controlled–P gate, the above operation
must be possible as it is. That is, the global phase ix1 ∧x2 should be generated
even after passing through the subcircuit A first.
Let’s take a simple example. An Of f –controlled–N OT gate is obviously
interchangeable with the Controlled–P gate. This is because one gate has an
off-control part and the other has an on-control part. It can also be known from
the eq. (10).
x2 → −x1 ⊕ x2 =⇒
x1 + x2 − x1 ⊕ x2 → x1 − x1 ⊕ x2 − (x1 ⊕ −(x1 ⊕ x2 )) = x1 + x2 − x1 ⊕ x2
(10)
As it can be seen from eq. (10) and Fig. 8., after passing through the Of f –
controlled–N OT gate, x2 is converted to −x1 ⊕ x2 , so after passing through the
Of f –controlled–N OT gate, when passing through the Controlled–P gate, we
can make ix1 ∧x2 . That is, these two gates are commutative.
As another example, consider the SW AP gate. This gate is a gate that has
the effect of swapping the positions of the two wires. Therefore, it can be seen
intuitively that it is interchangeable with the Controlled–P gate. This SW AP
gate can consist of three CN OT gates. Since these three CN OT gates can be
replaced with three Of f –controlled–N OT gates, so it can also be confirmed
that they are interchangeable by the previous example (Fig. 8, Fig. 9).
Now, we present a method to determine the exchangeability between subcircuit A and Controlled–P gate. It was mentioned earlier that a circuit consisting
of H gate, X gate, Rz gate, and CN OT gate will be considered. We will use
variants of the optimization subroutines in [24]. The following subroutines are
executed sequentially.
1) X gate cancellation by X gate propagation We move all X gates in A
to the right through X gate propagation [24]. If there is a CN OT gate in A and

Fig. 7. Case 3) A target line is shared but control lines are not.
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Fig. 8. Of f –controlled–N OT gate and Controlled–P gate are commutative.

Fig. 9. Transformation 3 CN OT gates (1 SW AP gate) to 3 Of f –controlled–N OT
gates

the target line is shared with the X gate, transform it into an Of f –controlled–
N OT gate and then delete the X gate. Alternatively, it is combined with the
T of f oli–gate on the right side of A to convert it into a T of f oli–gate with an
off-control part. In this case, a X gate is created on the right side of T of f oli–
gate. The change of adjacent gates through this X gate propagation can be seen
in Fig. 10. [15, 24].

Fig. 10. Commutation rules in X gate propagation.

2) Hadamard gate cancellation Controlled–P gate consists of two CN OT
gates, two T gates, and one T † gate. H gate is not commutative with T gate
[13, 15]. Therefore, H gates in A must be reduced and erased using the circuit
identities shown in Fig. 4. in [24] and Fig. 8. in [26]. At this time, using Fig.
5. in [24] and the rules of [27], the positions of Rz gates and CN OT gates are
changed to further perform H gate reduction. If two adjacent gates are placed
in an inverse relationship with each other during position movement, they are
obviously deleted. The movement of all gates is finally performed for H gate
reduction. If the Controlled–P gate shares one of the two wires with H gate,
that is, if all H gates are not removed, then Controlled–P gate and subcircuit
A are not interchangeable.
3) Z–rotation gate (Rz (θ) gate) cancellation If both X gates and H gates
are all deleted, only Rz (θ) gates and CN OT gates remain in the subcircuit A.
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We are interested in whether the basis variables x1 and x2 are maintained or
not. Therefore, the Rz (θ) gates that do not affect the change of these two basis
variables can be ignored. If the Rz (θ) gate is deleted and the control parts and
target parts of adjacent CN OT gates each share lines, they are also deleted
because they are inversely related to each other.
4) Discrimination between CN OT gates Now, in the subcircuit A consisting of the remaining CN OT gates, a CN OT gate with a control part on one
of the two lines where the Controlled–P gate exists and a target part on the
third line may remain. Again, since it does not cause any change in the basis
variables, it can be ignored. In the opposite case, A is not an interchangeable
circuit with a Controlled–P gate because it causes a change in the basis variable
corresponding to the lines.
Let’s take a concrete example with Fig. 11. and the basis variables corresponding to each line be x1 , x2 , x3 , and x4 . Through X gate propagation, the
X gate is combined with the CN OT gate to become an Of f –controlled N OT
gate. Then, H gate cancellation is performed. We can clear all H gates on the
first and second lines. Now, only Rz (θ) gates and CN OT gates remain on the
first and second lines. The CN OT gate connected to the first and fourth lines
in the middle of the circuit can also be ignored. The H gate in the 3rd line also
can be ignored because it has no effect on the basis variables x1 and x2 . As a
result, only 3 CN OT gates remain and x2 is changed to x2 ⊕ x4 . Since the basis
variables x1 and x2 do not appear in the first and second lines, this subcircuit
A in the example is not interchangeable with the Controlled–P gate.
Although subcircuit A is not interchangeable with the Controlled–P gate,
it does not prevent subcircuit A’s T –depth from being reduced. You can see
that there is no gate on the first wire of subcircuit A’. That is, subcircuit A is
interchangeable with T gate. When using the T gate, T –depth can be reduced
to 4 as when using the Controlled–P gate, but T –count cannot be reduced to
8.

Fig. 11. Example) Subcircuit A that cannot be commutative with Controlled–P gate
but with T gate.

We mentioned earlier that for the second and sixth cases in Fig. 4. we should
apply our method a little different from other cases. That is, T gate and T † gate
should be used instead of Controlled–P gate and Controlled–P † gates (Fig. 12).
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Controlled–P gate cannot be used due to the existence of H gates constituting
T of f oli–gates. As mentioned earlier, T gate and H gates are not commutative.
So to avoid wires with H gates, we use T gate and T † gate instead.

Fig. 12. The second and sixth cases in Fig.4. In both cases, T –depth is reduced from
6 to 4 like other cases. But T –count can not be reduced to 8.

Consider a triply controlled N OT gate (C 3 N OT gate, Fig. 13). This gate
can be decomposed into 4 T of f oli–gates [28]. Looking at the middle figure of
Fig. 13, it seems that it is not easy to reduce T –depth to 8 due to the presence
of H gates. However, in the wire at the bottom of the figure, the two H gates
constituting the different T of f oli–gates are adjacent to each other, so they are
removed. Therefore proper arrangement of Controlled–P gates and Controlled–
P † gates in the circuit results in a C 3 N OT gate with T –depth of 8. This result is
the same as Fig. 9. in [15] using the matroid partitioning concept. For every k ≥
3 if there are k − 2 qubits in arbitraty states, then a controlled N OT gate with
k control parts (C k N OT ) can be made of 4(k − 2) T of f oli–gates by Lemma
7.2 in [28]. Applying our method, C k N OT gate can be a gate where T –depth is
8(k − 2).
3.3 Remark and cautions
One might wonder why it doesn’t cover the case where a single T of f oli–gate is
alone. As mentioned in the introduction, we aim to create an eﬀicient quantum
cryptosystem circuit to verify security strength. A typical quantum attack algorithm used in this case is Grover’s algorithm [3]. In this case, Grover’s algorithm
uses the phase kick–back technique. If there is only one T of f oli–gate and it is
combined with Controlled–P † gate, phase -i occurs and it cannot be removed.
A quantum circuit that cannot maintain the input phases + √12n for the number
n of bits of the superposed input value cannot be used in Grover’s algorithm.
Therefore, when modifying the circuit to reduce T –depth and T –count, we must
take care that the phase + √12n of each state is maintained after passing through
all gates in quantum cryptosystem circuit. So as mentioned later, our technique
cannot be applied to a T of f oli–gate alone among T of f oli–gates of quantum
adder circuits.
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Fig. 13. A triply controlled N OT gate’s T –depth can be reduced from 12 to 8.

There are a few things to keep in mind when using the above method. First,
If the subcircuit A is complex, we need to repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 several times
to know the exchangeability. In case of a CARRY gate used in HRS adder
[10], it is impossible to delete all H gates at once because it consists of many
T of f oli-gates. Of course, T of f oli-gates in A that share control lines with the
T of f oli-gates on either side can be neglected because they do not cause changes
in basis variables x1 and x2 .
Second, after subcircuit A and Controlled-P gates swap places, ControlledP gate is sometimes changed to Controlled-P † gate. That is, in this case, one
of the basis variables x1 and x2 is negated. This can also be combined with the
right T of f oli-gate to reduce T -depth.
Lastly, if subcircuit A has a special shape, then T of f oli-gates on both sides
can be reduced to one. For example, assume that two T of f oli-gates share both
two control lines and one target line. At this time, suppose that subcircuit A is
a CN OT gate that uses one of two control lines of the T of f oli-gates as a target
line and the fourth line as a control line. Then two T of f oli-gates can be reduced
to one T of f oli-gate having a different control line (Fig. 14., [10]). That is, there
is a situation in which the T of f oli-count can be decreased. In this case, T -depth
can be reduced from 6 to 3 instead of 4. There are various other situations in
which T of f oli-count can be reduced (Fig. 14., [25, 29, 30]).

Fig. 14. T of f oli-count reduction rules [25, 29, 30].
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4 Application 1 : Applying T –depth and T –count
reduction technique to quantum ripple–carry adder
Now we apply the technique presented in the above section to some quantum
adders. About 33% of T-depth reduction occurs in four quantum adders. These
changed T -depth values can be seen in Table 1.
4.1 CDKM adder
First, let’s take a look at the CDKM adder. As can be seen from Figure 6.
in [7], all T of f oli–gates, except for one, can be paired by two and share two
control lines and one target line. In the central part of the circuit, the subcircuit
is composed of X gate and CN OT gate. Because they share the target line, these
two gates can be turned into Off-controlled–N OT gate. Because the situation
corresponds to case 1, we can reduce the T –depth using our method (Fig. 5.). We
cannot use the above method for a T of f oli–gate lying alone below the center
of the CDKM adder circuit.
4.2 V BE adder
The V BE adder consists of CARRY function blocks and SU M function blocks,
and you can see the circuit in Figure 1 in [8] when one operand is a constant. In
the SHA–256 quantum circuit to be mentioned in the next section, the V BE
adder is used in a situation where one of the two operands is a constant. There
is only one T of f oli–gate in the CARRY function block below the center of
the V BE adder we will use. In CDKM adder and V BE adder both, there
is one T of f oli–gate that we cannot apply the above method to, respectively.
Therefore, the T –depth reduction rates are slightly less than 33%.
4.3 T K adder
T K adder is shown in Fig. 5. and Fig. 7. in [9]. T K adder consists of a total
of 4 steps, and the first step consists only of CN OT gates. The second and
fourth steps correspond to the second case of the proposed method. The third
step corresponds to the third case which is relatively free for the number of
T of f oli–gates in the above method. Also, for the bit length n of the operand,
T of f oli–count of this adder is 4n-6. That is, unlike the above two adders, for
all T of f oli–gates the above method can be applied. As a result, the T –depth
reduction rate is more than 33%.
4.4 HRS adder
The design of HRS adder is much more complicated than those of the three
adders above [10] (Fig. 15). Unlike V BE and CDKM adders, there is no need
to use clean work qubits. Instead, we can use borrowed dirty qubits, i.e. qubits
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Fig. 15. The HRS adder for n = 8. The operand x and The constant a are added to
calculate the sum s in mod 28 . This circuit has three layers. In the last layer, it consists
of CN OT gates and N OT gates, and execution is decided according to the value of a.
For example, if the value of least-significant bit a0 is 0, CN OT gate and N OT gate
located at the top are not executed.

in arbitraty states. Therefore, the length of the circuit is long so that the states
of dirty borrowed qubits are the same after the operation is finished. As it is designed using a divide-and-conquer scheme and module 232 addition is performed,
it consists of a total of 5 layers. In the last layer, any T of f oli–gates are not
used. The above T -depth reduction technique cannot be applied to 6 T of f oligates in each layer. Of the 408 T of f oli-gates constituting T of f oli-detph, 384
T of f oli-gates belong to the first case of the above method. Therefore, the T depth reduction rate is less than 33% like the first two adders.
Based on the above method, V BE adder and CDKM adder with reduced
T –depth and T –count are circuits with T –depth and T –count optimized by the
matroid partitioning concept [15]. However, T K adder and HRS adder cannot
be circuits optimized for T -depth in the above way. This is because the circuits
presented in [9, 10] are circuits in which T of f oli-count can be reduced. That is,
since T of f oli–count is not optimized, it cannot be said that T -depth is optimized even if our T -depth reduction method is used. In both, there are sections
where there are three or more T of f oli-gates that share both control lines. The
T of f oli–count reduction (optimization) technique is not covered in detail in this
paper. It seems that a T -depth optimized circuit can be obtained if the T -depth
reduction technique is used in the circuit that T of f oli–count (T of f oli–depth)
is optimized.

5 Application 2 : Using reduced quantum adders in our
new quantum SHA–256 circuit
5.1 SHA–256 quantum circuit implementation
Now, we configure the SHA–256 quantum circuit using the above four adders
with reduced T –depth. In Fig. 16., you can see the internal function blocks
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composing the SHA–256 quantum circuit we present. Work qubits are not shown
in the figure. In case of the M aj function block, the circuit of [7] is used as it is.
On the other hand, the Ch function block is our newly created function block,
which consist of 1 CN OT gate and 1 T of f oli–gate. Both function blocks do
not use work qubits and have T of f oli–depth of 1. These function blocks can be
seen in more detail in Fig. 17.
Σ0 , Σ1 , σ0 , and σ1 function blocks receive a 32-bit string as an input value
and output a 32-bit string respectively. Since these quauntum circuits can be
constructed using only CN OT gates in the reverse direction of the P LU decomposition [4], T –depths are all 0. The output values of these four function blocks
are all used as the operands of addition and then restored to their original input
values through the inverse operation in quantum circuit. Since they consist only
of CN OT gates, they do not significantly affect the performance speed of the
circuit. For example, in the case of σ0 function block, this quantum circuit with
Depth 50 can be made by using a total of 193 CN OT gates. Although 20 swapping occurs, we do not change the swapping process to 3 CN OT gates because
we only need to change the positions of the lines. If it is converted to 3 CN OT
gates, a total of 253 CN OT gates are required.
There are three main ideas introduced when designing the SHA–256 quantum circuit. We introduced a path balancing technique that makes some operations run in the next round. And instead of making T1 first, we made d + T1
first to reduce the length of the critical path of the entire circuit. In addition,
the T –depth is reduced as much as possible by providing enough work qubits to
all adders performing in parallel.
In our proposed quantum circuit, we perform a total of 11 additions and
1 subtraction per round. This subtraction is used to restore the values of the
internal variables e, f, g in the circuit. Subtraction will use the subtractor version
of T K adder and CDKM adder, so T –depth and T –count are not different from
each adder. In the classical circuit, T1 , which is commonly required for d+T1 and
T1 + T 2, is made first, but in our quantum circuits, d + T1 is made as quickly as
possible. If you look at Fig. 18., you can see that Wt is used twice as an operand.
In the round function algorithm, 8 adder circuits and 1 subtractor circuit are
used, and in the message schedule algorithm, 3 adder circuits are used. Both
algorithms are processed in parallel. In t-th round, the adder circuit with a long
vertical line located to the left of Fig. 18. is to add Wt−1 , so it is one of the
adders constituting the round function algorithm.
The adder circuits used in the proposed circuit are V BE adder, CDKM
adder, T K adder and HRS adder mentioned in the previous section. In the
previous works, only one adder circuit was used to construct each SHA–256
quantum circuit. We present circuits with reduced W idth or T -depth by arranging several types of adder circuits in appropriate positions.
There are two circuits presented by us. Our two proposed circuits are named
SHA–Z1 and SHA–Z2, respectively. SHA–Z1 consists of a total of 768 qubits,
and one HRS adder and eleven T K adders are used. If you look at Fig. 18.,
constant Kt is added using HRS adder at the front, and two T K adders are
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Fig. 16. Function blocks in SHA–256 quantum circuit. In M aj and Ch function blocks,
phases are not indicated ((−i)(a⊕c)∧(b⊕c) and (−i)e∧(f ⊕g) ).

Fig. 17. M aj function block and Ch function block in SHA–256 quantum circuit.
In the SHA–256 circuit, the qubits’ states of each wire are maintained after passing
through subcircuit A.

located in the same time slice. The remaining nine T K adders are grouped into
four and five for parallel processing. Of the 768 qubits, 256 qubits are used to
represent the internal variables a, ..., h in the round function algorithm, and 512
qubits are used in the message schedule algorithm. When we use the HRS adder,
we can use idle qubits in the message schedule algorithm as the borrowed dirty
qubits. HRS adder and T K adder don’t use clean work qubits at all. Recall
that T -depths are not optimized for the HRS adder and T K adder to which our
T -depth reduction technique is applied. Therefore, T of f oli-depth and T -depth
of this SHA-256 circuit can be further reduced.
SHA–Z2 is a circuit with a total of 799 qubits, which consists of one V BE
adder and 11 CDKM adders. 11 CDKM adders are composed of 2 CDKM
adders using only 1 work qubit and 9 CDKM adders using 5 work qubits.
Compared with the previous version, the HRS adder is replaced by the V BE
addder and two CDKM adders that uses 1 work qubit are located in the same
time slice. the remaining 9 CDKM adders using 5 works qubits are located in
second and third time slices (Our quantum circuits consist of three time slices in
one round, and the reason is that the critical path that determines the T –depth
consists of three adders.). In this circuit design, there are a total of 31 work
qubits. When V BE adder uses 29 work qubits, CDKM adders operating in the
same time slice uses 1 work qubit each. Since V BE adder performs addition in
the modular 232 and adds constants, therefore 32-bit addition can be performed
with a total of 61 qubits [8]. The remaining 9 CDKM adders can be used in
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Fig. 18. SHA–256 quantum circuit. Function blocks painted in red are the function blocks added from round 2. Function blocks painted
in green are added from round 3. Function blocks colored in blue constitute a critical path in one round. For each round the critical path
consists of only 3 quantum adder circuits. Two-qubit gates at the end of each round are SW AP gates.
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Table 1. Function block resources in SHA-256 quantum circuit. These T -depth values
are the results after our T -depth reduction technique is applied. All quantum adders
are performed in modular 232 . HRS adder and V BE adder are only used when adding
constant Kt . In HRS adder, 8 work qubits are borrowed dirty, that is, they are in
arbitrary states.
W idth #ancilla T -depth T of f oli-depth
M aj
Ch
Σ0 , Σ1 , σ0 , σ1
HRS adder
V BE adder
T K adder
CDKM adder using 1 ancilla
CDKM adder using 5 ancillas

3
3
32
40
61
64
65
69

0
0
0
8
29
0
1
5

2
2
0
840
119
191
123
61

1
1
0
408
59
93
61
61

a form in which the T –depth is reduced as much as possible by using 5 work
qubits each. Since up to 5 CDKM adders operate at the same time, the number
of work qubits required in this time slice is up to 25. In fact, it is not necessary
to use the method presented in the previous section for T –depth reduction in
the second and third time slices in SHA-Z2. This is because work qubits can be
suﬀiciently provided. In this time, our method only reduces T -count.
A path balancing technique is introduced when constructing the proposed
circuits. This technique repositions some operations so that they can be performed in the next round. In Fig. 18., the function blocks painted in red are the
function blocks added from round 2. Function blocks painted in green are added
from round 3. The upper area is the round function algorithm and the lower area
is the message schedule algorithm. The message schedule algorithm starts from
round 2 and gets the values of W16 , ..., W63 through a total of 48 iterations. In
the proposed circuit, the message schedule algorithm ends at round 50. That is,
W16 is made in round 3 but not in round 2, and W63 is made in round 50. Of
course, in the 50th round, the σ0 , its inverse function block and the CDKM
adder between them do not work.
On the other hand, the round function algorithm repeats up to the 65th
round. Function blocks painted in red at the top of the circuit run from round 2
to round 65. The difference between the classic circuit and the proposed quantum
circuit is that the classical circuit repeats 64 times for one message block, whereas
the proposed quantum circuit repeats a total of 65 times. In the final 65th round,
only the function blocks painted in red at the top are executed. In the final 65th
round, there are 31 work qubits in our second proposed circuit, so all three
additions use the CDKM adder using 5 ancillas. After each round, the position
of qubits is adjusted through swapping according to the hash algorithm.
In each round, the critical path can be composed of only three adders. That
is, we design circuits to execute in parallel 3 out of 9 adders for each time
slice in the round function algorithm. The critical paths of the quantum circuits
created in previous studies [5, 6] consist of 7 adders or 9 adders. Function blocks
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Table 2. SHA–256 quantum circuit resources comparison. Our two proposed circuits
are named SHA–Z1 and SHA–Z2, respectively. When constructing our circuits, we
used adder circuits with reduced T-depth to which the above technique was applied.
W idth T -depth T of f oli-depth Used quantum adder
SHA-256 [5]
2402
SHA-C1 [6]
801
SHA-C2& C3 [6] 853
SHA-C4 [6]
834
SHA-C5& C6 [6] 938

70400
-

36368
13280
27584
10112

CDKM [7]
CDKM [7]
QCLA [19]
CDKM [7]
QCLA [19]

768
799

78911
16121

38360
12024

HRS, T K
V BE, CDKM

SHA-Z1
SHA-Z2

painted in blue are function blocks constituting a critical path with T –depth
that determines the performance of a quantum circuit. SHA–Z1’s critical path
consists of one HRS adder, two T K adders, Ch function block’s inverse and Σ1
function block’s inverse. On the other hand, SHA–Z2’s critical path consists of
Ch and its inverse, Σ1 and its inverse, one CDKM adder using 1 ancilla and
two CDKM adders using 5 ancillas.
5.2 Quantum circuit resources comparison
SHA–Z1 has been implemented with a smaller number of qubits than any previous circuits. SHA–Z2 has a smaller T of f oli–depth than SHA–C2& C3 implemented as QCLA with T of f oli-depth O(log n). Unfortunately, we could not
make a circuit with T of f oli–depth smaller than that of SHA–C5& C6 while
using less than 900 qubits. If QCLA is used in the proposed circuit, T of f oli–
depth can be less than 10000. However, in the proposed circuit, up to 5 adders
are operated at the same time, so at least 265 work qubits will be required. Note
that one QCLA uses 53 work qubits for 32-bit module addition [19]. There may
be improved QCLA that requires less work qubits. If it exists, we can create
much more eﬀicient quantum circuits.

6 Conclusion and future work
We have proposed a novel method that reduces T –depth when there are two
T of f oli–gates and subcircuit between them. By using this method, CDKM
adder, V BE adder, T K adder and HRS adder became circuits with reduced
T -depth by about 33%. And then these adders are placed appropriately for
use in our SHA-256 circuit. Also we present new construction about SHA–
256 quantum circuit so that the critical path consists of only 3 adders. This
circuit’s construction and performance are much better than SHA–256 circuits
in previous works.
During this study, the necessity of reducing T of f oli-count emerged. It is
expected that a T -depth optimized circuit can be made only by performing the
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T -depth reduction method on a circuit with optimized T of f oli-count. Under
what conditions can the T of f oli-count be reduced when three or more T of f oligates share both control lines? T of f oli-count (or T of f oli-depth) optimization
algorithm should be devised. There are previous studies that provided hints for
implementing this algorithm [25, 29, 30].
We also don’t know our proposed circuit design is optimized circuit construction in quantum environment. When we can use 799 qubits, is proposed circuit’s
T –depth is optimized? There may be more eﬀicient circuit designs available for
SHA–256. Finding or implementing a more eﬀicient adder circuit that can be
used for SHA-256 also could be a future research task. As mentioned previously,
we need advanced in-place QCLA which the number of work qubits is reduced.
Another candidates would be to build a multi-operand adder circuit specialized
for SHA–256 quantum circuit. Of course, the performance of this adder should
be better than our proposed circuit. That is, T –depth of this adder must be less
than T –depth of three consecutive adders that make up the critical path.
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